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June 19, 2017 
 
RE: INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT ACTION PLAN  
 
Dear Mayor Iveson and members of Council, 

 

On behalf of NAIOP Edmonton, we would like to express our support of the tone, pace, 

and level of consultation, on the Industrial Investment Action Plan update and proposed 

Infrastructure Cost Sharing Program. 

 

The nine action items are a result of a thorough consultation between city administration, 

UDI, and NAIOP members, and broadly represent the industry’s priorities in Edmonton. 

Progress is being made on each item, and consultation and updates through our industry 

associations has been consistent.  

 

This year our working group focused on the Infrastructure Cost Sharing Program which 

proposes replacing the (successful but oversubscribed) Revolving Industrial Fund, with 

a similar model that does not require upfront city investment.  

 

Fundamentally the industry would like to see a more predictable payback for oversized 

infrastructure. These paybacks are often so uncertain, that industrial developers are 

unable to justify including them at all when requesting financing, making projects harder 

to finance. Subsequent area developers and businesses are often asked to take on 

ARAs, PACs, and a share of the overexpenditure, even if they do not currently benefit 

from the infrastructure. This causes issues for the business; the city (in dealing with 

complaints and appeals); and the primary/front-ending developer (who also has an 

interest in their overexpenditure being paid back). The Infrastructure Cost Sharing 

Program would give front ending developers more predictability, and subsequent 

developers benefits from reduced ARA and PAC levies. 

 

Increased Speed to Market is also a priority for our industry and we are pleased to see 

progress beginning through the allocation of permitting staff specific commercial and 

industrial development. Edmonton will be in a better position to compete when 

businesses have certainty on when their project will be completed, and “service level 

agreements” propose to do just that.  

 

We look forward to continuing to work with the city on these initiatives (and to coming 

back to committee with progress on the other items such as flexibility regarding Design 



 

NAIOP, the Commercial Real Estate Development Association, has become the leading 

organization for developers, owners and investors of office, industrial, retail and mixed-use real 

estate in North America with over 18,000 members.  The Edmonton Chapter was established in 

2013 and has seen tremendous growth in membership (over 40% in 2016) led by some of the 

largest and most active industrial real estate developers, landlords and investors in the Edmonton 

Metro area.   

Standards), which will improve Edmonton’s competitiveness for regional and 

international investment.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael J. Saunders  

Advocacy Co-Chair, NAIOP Edmonton 

& 

Vice President, Development 

Qualico Commercial   

 

Brad Hoffman  

Advocacy Co-Chair, NAIOP Edmonton 

& 

Vice President, Western Canada 

Panattoni Development Company 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


